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Measurement and uncertainties 
 

1.1 Measurements 
 
SI system - International system of units 
● Fundamental units - Metre, Kilogram, Second, Ampere, Kelvin, Mole and Candela 

(not in spec) 
● Derived units - All other units, derived from fundamental units (e.g. Newton=kgms-2) 
● Metric multipliers - prefixes denoting the powers (e.g. kilo = 103, mega=106, 

nano=10-9, etc. - given in data booklet) 
 
1.2 Uncertainties and errors 
 
Uncertainties: 
● Can be systematic and random: 

○ Systematic - biases measurements in the same direction, fault of the 
methodology and/or the instrument, example: metal rulers may expand on a 
hot day 

○ Random - spreads values in both directions, fault of the observer, includes 
reading uncertainties 

 
● Accuracy = small systematic error, very close to the accepted value 
● Precision = small random error, values of repeated measurements close to each other 
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The best estimate for N number of readings - 

 
 
Propagation of uncertainties 

For   
● Absolute uncertainty -  

● Fractional uncertainty -  

● Percentage uncertainty -  
 
Operations of uncertainties: 
● Constants have no effect on uncertainties 
● Addition and subtraction of values - absolute uncertainties are added 
● Multiplication and division of values - fractional uncertainties are added 
● Powers and roots - Multiplication of the fractional uncertainty by the power 
 
1.3 Vectors and scalars 
 
● Vectors vs scalars - Vectors have both direction and magnitude, scalars only have 

magnitude. 
 

Vectors: 
● Represent the direction using a single straight arrow 
● Operated on head to tail 
● Can be translated on the plane as long as it stays parallel 
● Multiplication and division makes the vector longer or shorter 
● Addition changes the direction of the vector - Resultant direction formed by drawing 

out the triangle/parallelogram 
● Negative inverts the direction - negative vector has the same magnitude but the same 

direction as the positive of the same vector 
● For a vector of magnitude a, its magnitude in the horizontal direction is , its 

magnitude in the vertical direction is  
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Mechanics 

 
2.1 Motion 
 
Concepts of motion: 
● Displacement (s) = Change in the position of an object (vector) 
● Distance (d) = Length of the path followed (scalar) 
● Velocity (v) = Change in displacement in regards to time (vector) 
● Speed (v) = Change in distance in regards to time (scalar) 
● Acceleration (a) = Rate of change of velocity (vector) 
 
Graphs of motion: 
● Displacement-time graph - Gradient is velocity, linear curve = constant velocity, 

horizontal line = particle at rest 
● Velocity-time graph - Gradient is acceleration, linear curve = constant acceleration, 

horizontal line = constant velocity, area under the curve = total displacement 
● Acceleration-time graph - Area under the graph is the total change of velocity 
 
SUVAT and Projectiles:  
● Equations of motion under constant acceleration: 
● One dimensional - no resolvance of dimensions required. u=initial velocity, v=final 

velocity 

○  

○  
○  
○  

● Two dimensional - Projectile motion. Objects move parabolically so need to resolve 
motion into x and y components, each dealt with separately 

○ In x-dimension, there is no acceleration since air resistance is ignored, so the 
two equations of motion are  and  

○ In y-dimension, the same equations as one dimensional apply, except a is 
replaced by g (acceleration of free fall). +g when falling down, -g when going 
up 

○ Time is the same in both x and y dimensions 
○ At the peak of parabolic motion, the vertical velocity is zero 
○ To resolve velocity into x and y, use the angle(as seen in vectors) 
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Fluid resistance:  
● body moving through fluids experiences resistance directed opposite of velocity 
● Ignored under quantitative projectile motion 
● Qualitatively, when air resistance is applied, the particle has a lower peak height and 

range (vertical and horizontal displacement, respectively), it reaches the peak faster 
and has an imperfect parabola 

● Terminal velocity = the velocity of the object reached when the net force on a falling 
object becomes zero as weight=air resistance 

 
2.2 Forces 
 
Forces: 
 

Force Direction Mathematics 

Weight Vertically downwards W=mg 

Tension (rope/string) Two forces opposing each 
other on the rope 

T1=T2 

Tension (spring) To restore the original 
spring 

T=kx 

Normal reaction force Perpendicular to the surface Component of weight 

Drag Directly opposite of velocity  

Upthrust Upwards in a fluid  

Friction Opposing motion  

 
Friction: 
● Arises when there’s motion (dynamic friction) or a tendency for motion (static 

friction) to oppose all motion 
● Dynamic friction - , MAXIMUM  static friction - , where  

and mu is the coefficient of friction 
● Area of contact between surfaces doesn’t affect frictional forces 
 
Equilibrium: 
● Achieved when the net force on a point particle is zero 
● Sum of forces in both x AND y dimensions must be zero 
 
Newton’s First Law of Motion: 
● When the net force on a body is zero, the body will move with constant velocity, 

which may be zero - this is known as the translational equilibrium 
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○ Force is thus needed to accelerate, not to keep the object in motion 
● Also known as the law of inertia - inertia is the reaction of a body to a change in its 

state of motion. Mass tends to stay in the initial state of motion 
 
Newton’s Second Law of Motion: 

●  - net force on a body of constant mass is proportional to and in 
the same direction as the body’s acceleration. 

 
Newton’s Third Law of Motion: 
● For every action, there’s an equal and opposite reaction - equal in magnitude, opposite 

in direction 
● Act on different objects - doesn’t relate to Newton’s 1st Law 
● Can apply without contact 
 
2.3 Work, Energy and Power 
 
Work done: 
● Product of the force in the direction of the displacement and the distance travelled - 

 
● The area under the force-distance graph = total work done 
 
Kinetic energy: 
● The energy of a body due to its motion 

●  
● Work done is used to change the kinetic energy of an object - Work-kinetic energy 

relation.  
Springs: 
● Force needed to stretch spring is given by Hooke’s Law - , where k is the 

stretch constant, x is the length stretched 
● Work done in stretching spring is the area under the force-length graph - 

, which is also the elastic potential energy stored in the stretched 
spring 

 
Gravitational potential energy: 

●  
● Property of an object as a result of its position in the gravitational field 
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